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Air bubbles in working oil influence stiffness and efficiency of hydraulic systems, thus it 
is important for technical issues to eliminate the air bubbles actively from the hydraulic oil. 
Bubble eliminator is a device that removes air bubbles by using a swirling f low. The purpose of 
this study is to design optimal shape of the bubble eliminator. Flow and pressure distributions in 
the bubble eliminator have been studied by numerical analysis. In this paper, it is numerically 
evaluated to confirm effects of some parameters: diameter of outlet port and diameter of vent 
port. The optimal dimensions of the bubble eliminator are proposed and the performance of 
bubble eliminator is evaluated by numerical simulation.  
 










んでおり，油圧ショベルについては 40 年で 17MPa


































































Fig.1 Bubbles in Reservoir 
 
  
Fig. 2 Design and Principle of Bubble Eliminator 
 
 
Fig. 3 Photograph of Collected Bubble 
 
 
Fig. 4 Mesh and Coordinate Definition for CFD 
 
 
Fig. 5 Geometry of Bubble Eliminator 
 
Table 1 Dimensions of Standard Model 
D D 1 D 2 D 3 w h L L 1 L 2 L 3 [mm]
36 28 20 6 3 6 265 15 30 220  
99 
 





































2mm の場合の装置内部の流れを分析する．Fig. 6 に
装置の中心軸を通る断面の空気含有率分布と気泡の
速度を示す．気泡除去率の高い下流管路部径が




















Table 2 Comparison with Diameter of Outlet and 
Vent Port in the Present Study 
D 2 [mm]D 3 [mm] D 3/D 2 [-] E b [%] E o [%]
5 6 1.20 90.5 42.6
10 6 0.60 70.1 75.8
15 6 0.40 52.5 88.2
20 6 0.30 34.5 93.1
20 2 0.10 6.6 99.3
20 4 0.20 20.2 97.0
20 6 0.30 34.5 93.1
20 8 0.40 47.4 88.0
20 10 0.50 57.5 82.0
20 14 0.70 70.7 69.1
10 3 0.30 35.0 93.1  
 
D2 = 20 mm
D3 = 6 mm






Fig. 6 Volume Fraction and Velocity of Bubbles 
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Table 3 Dimensions of Standard Model in the 
Previous Study 
D D 1 D 2 D 3 w h L L 1 L 2 L 3 [mm]
24 16 9 3 2 4 240 4 9 227  
 
Table 4 Comparison with Diameter of Vent Port in 
the Previous Study 
D 2 [mm]D 3 [mm] D 3/D 2 [-] E b [%] E o [%]
9 2 0.22 52.4 96.8
9 2.5 0.28 70.8 94.8
9 3 0.33 98.2 92.7
9 3.5 0.39 98.9 89.5
9 4 0.44 99.3 86.1



































Fig. 7 Volume Ratio in Various Diameters of Outlet 
and Vent Port 
